SIKANEWS
SIKA PROVIDES A BOOST FOR THE CONSTRUCTION
INDUSTRY WITH 3D CONCRETE PRINTING
Sika masters all the process steps needed to print concrete on an industrial
scale, and is leading the way in 3D concrete printing technology.

Sika’s 3D concrete printing technology allows complex geometries to be realized economically.

3D concrete printing allows architects to realize the
most challenging shapes, and with Sika’s technology
totally new design flexibility can be achieved.
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Complex shapes can be realized economically and completely homogeneous concrete can be printed.

SIKANEWS
INDUSTRIAL SCALE PRODUCTION
Traditionally placed concrete has long been the most economic method of construction. If 3D concrete printing is to
compete with this tried and trusted solution, then structures need to be printed efficiently. This is precisely what
Sika’s technology is designed to achieve. Frank Höfflin, Chief Technology Officer at Sika: “We have now achieved our
ambition. With our technology, it is possible to print concrete so rapidly, inexpensively, and precisely that it can be
used on construction sites.”

“Digitalization is changing every aspect
of construction and the entire life cycle of
a building, from the design process and
automated construction all the way to
maintenance. Building processes can be
optimized and time and money saved. At
the same time, these advanced technologies offer greater design flexibility.”
Computer Aided Design (CAD) allows for the precise modelling of concrete elements.

SIKA AS TECHNOLOGY LEADER
The most challenging part of the 3D printing process is
what happens in the print head, which was developed
by the 3D research team at Sika’s technology center in
Widen, Switzerland. In this high-performance tool a
range of additives is mixed with the mortar. The material
cures within seconds and bonds with the layer previously
applied.
It is thanks to this expertise that Sika is leading the
digitalization and industrialization of concrete construction. The company’s entire know-how, built up over
decades, has been brought together in its 3D printing
technology, making Sika the only company capable of
supplying all the technologies needed for industrial 3D
concrete printing from a single source.

Frank Höfflin, Chief Technology Officer, Sika

FURTHER INFORMATION
• 3D concrete printing - boost for the construction
industry
• Precision generates greater freedom
• International innovation award for Sika in 3D concrete

printing
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Sika’s 3D Concrete Printing video

